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Christine Moran demonstrates how to use an energy
therapy commonly called tapping' to work on the anxieties
undedylno the compulsions
Jessie two years ago when she was 13. Her
I 0CO tyrptoms had increased, despite having
I recently completed a six-month CBT intervention.
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Her parents chose to defer the offer of medication
in the short term and opted for a block of Emotional
Freedom Techniques (EFI) sessions instead. With
very severe OCD symptoms and regular panic
attacks, Jessie and her family were distressed and
everyday life was seriously restricted. During an
introductory meeting with Mum, Dad and Jessie,
intake forms and standardised assessments were
completed, returning abnormal measures of anxiety
and emotional symptoms.
We began the first session with Mum and Jessie.
She described her 'hell' of upsetting thoughts that
constantly compelled her to carry out her'jobs'
- as she called them. She reported Ihat'at home
I am constantly worried thot we are not sofe' and
'l often feel tropped and repeat words or patterns
to feel sofel The compulsions to repeatedly check
windows, Iook under her bed and rearrange
belongings meant that Jessie did not get to bed
until she was utterly exhausted, often after 2am.
School work, family relationships and friendships
suffered as a consequence.
Jessie said: 'l need to worry obout everything!
This statement of belief became the first set-up
statement used. She easily became familiar with
the basics of tapping and progressed steadily
through layers of aspects of the worry, calming
her thoughts, behaviour and feelings around the
need to worry. We began to explore some more
elusive root causes and beliefs that had led Jessie
to her curre nt position. Picking up on Jessie's
description of 'my jobs', we tapped on'Even though
I need to do my jobs to moke my fomily sofe, l'm
a goocl girf. As we tapped together, Jessie gradually
gained insight about the source and importance of
the phrase 'my jobs'.lt transpired that 'jobs' were
generally highly regarded at home, and that under
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stress much e mphasis was placed on the importance
of jobs to do' for all the family members. After
'

several tapping rounds and re-testing, Jessie
concluded as she tapped:'Even though we oll like

to feel safe
and relaxed, I om o good girl!
We continued to mind-map all aspects of her
'worry', ranking them out of 10, and then began to
tap on each one in turn over the next few sessions.
Categories included: physical feelings in the body,
intrusive thoughts, rituals, beliefs (feeling safe,
sleeping alone, danger areas in the house), the effect
on her - 'letting others down' and'how I om mode
to feel - and other emotions (sadness and lack of
self-esteem). The mind-map proved useful for Jessie,
as she was able to influence the direction of sessions
and refle ct back on it in future sessions. During
our jobs, I am open to find other ways

subsequent sessions, Jessie also became more skilled
at creating accurate set-up statements to reflect her
feelings. She tapped on each aspect, re-testing and
re-evaluating each until all emotional disruption
was eased, before moving on to the next one.
Jessie gained very useful insight while tapping
on the physical feelings that she was experiencing:
'the tingly spikes in my legs','the black heot in
my heod and'my heovy drumming in my chesf.
While tapping, she was able to identify the first
time she could recall feeling these sensations, even
though it appeared to be a seemingly unrelated
memory. However, tapping on this specific past
event of her father's accident using the EFT movie
technique proved crucial to her progress and to

her perception of 'whut keeps my fomily safe'.
By the end of the first session Jessie reported:
'l olready feel that I'm getting in control of my
worries by tockling them o little bit at o time!

Further sessions
ln the second session, strong feelings of frustration
with her parents rose to the surface, so we continued
to tap using gentle EFI techniques on aspects of
privacy, trust and respect. 'Even though mY mum
can't seem to understond that I find it really painful
to deol with her telling her friends whot I do,
l'm a good girl! Being able to ease the emotional
disruption around delicate and painful issues in
this way, using EFI, can be really effective and have
permanent positive effect. The sessions also had a
time-slot built in for Jessie's parents to join and
share some tapping time together, which proved
beneficial on a number of occasions.
By the third session, her anxiety and the level of
rituals had dropped considerably. The next layer of
disruption that Jessie chose to work on was 'ol/ the
worries I still have',lt was no surprise that they were
diverse and extensive, including burglars, letting her
pare nts down and friendship issues. Despite this,
Jessie felt comfortable coming to sessions and
knocking each aspect of worry down to zero and
moving on. As well as tapping on aspects of speciftc
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memories, we spent time using EFI on thoughts
about the past, present and future. ln time, Jessie
decided to re-evaluate her beliefs around 'l don't
think thot I will ever be happy again' and'l am
worried thot my big worry feeling will come bsck.
Like the majority of my young EFT clients, Jessie
was great at discovering her own personalised
solutions of what was best for her while tapping.
ln addition, the tapping journal was a useful tool
for her to add entries and track her own progress.
She also collated a calm box of useful items to tap

days. Like most of my young EFI clients, Jessie
showed significant improvement (self-report and
assessment) within less than three months.
Jessie still uses shortcuts of tapping when needed,
such as at school, for friendship issues and when
faced with the challenge of a foreign exchange trip.
She is happy to share the techniques with close
friends. Since her sessions ended, Jessie has had two
telephone check-in appointments and both she and
her family have had no significant issues to report.

with when faced with unexpected anxious feelings
at home.
Within a few weeks, Mum, Dad and her brother

and still attends on occasion, often helping others.
Because she had expressed a desire to help other
young OCD sufferers, she explored through tapping
how that might be possible. Not unusually with EFI,
the answers popped up as Jessie tapped. She has
helped to develop EFT resources that are used in
group sessions with young people and she has been
contributing support material to an 0CD charity. r

also reported positive changes in Jessie, saying,
'She's more like our o/d Jesslel The rituals dropped
in number from 53 items to three. The panic attacks
were no longer existent.
Jessie was delighted with her progress. She learned
how to'tap in' borrowed resource states of useful
qualities from people she admired. Her self-esteem
grew week by week and she announced
spontaneously in one tapping round: '/'ye been on
o difficult journey but l'm getting stronger and I will
be able to help other )CD children in the futurel
Jessie was, by and large,'on top of things' and had
'no worry feelings of o//. She attended a total of
seven EFT sessions within a period of 10 weeks.
She used shortcut EFT techniques in between
sessions and tapped with the tapping song most

Jessie

joined the teenage tapping support group

Christine Moran is on odvonced practitioner and troiner
of EFl, ond on NLP proctitioner. Her specialised toolkit
ond approoch, Positive Energy Beings, was creoted for
young people, fomilies, schools ond extended ogencies.
She is currently running pilot schemes for UK EFT Reseorch
in o number of schools. Her book lntroducing Emotional

Freedom Techniques (Speechmork) is due in Jonuory
2011. Visit www.e-beinq.co.uk for more informotion,

emoil contact@e-being.co.uk or telephone 0770 905
s040/01494 766778.

Set-up statement The statement or

continues untiI the next distressing

sentence used at the beginning of each
tapping round has two elements. lt begins
with the words'Even though...' and a
brief statement of the issue in mind,
followed by an acceptance phrase about
having the probtem or issue. An example
set-up coutd 6e: Even though the thought

scene, processing that in the same way,
untiI the whole movie can be successfulty
discharged of excess emotion.

of touching the dirty bin fills my body
with disgust, I accept myself . lt is
important to note that the acceptance
element of the set-up needs to be
personatly 'true' for the ctient. Typical
varieties chosen by young people inctude
|m a good boy, t'm a great footballer,

or I love and accept myself.
EFT

movie technique This involves having

the client mentally run a movie of a
troublesome event and deaI with each
negative aspect as it comes up. The
person stops each time a scene evokes
emotion and taps to bring it down to
zero. Reptaying the movie confirms that
the disturbing scene is no longer
emotiona[[y charged and the ctient

Calm box ln session, we begin this process
once strong negative feelings have begun

to

ease. The client coltates personalised
items that usuaily have pteasant
associations for them when calm. Typical
items include photographs, a toy, a special
book, hand cream or a piece of clothing.
Through tapping, we use specific thoice'

set-up statements white looking or
smetIing or touching the item. The client
is then able to regain calmness swiftty in
situations outside sessions when faced
with heightened anxiety or negative
emotion by shortcuts of tapping and
hotding the items. ln practice, the need
to use items from the calm box reduces
within the first few weeks as clients
become less anxious.
Short-cut techniques There are several
effective methods of tapping. Shortcuts
are often used outside of session time
as they are quicker and can reduce the
likelihood of embarrassment in public.
Shortcuts can include using a reduced
number of tapping points (eg just tapping
on the collarbone point when feeling
anxious), using only finger points, using
fewer words or even tapping silently.
Teenage tapping support group

A monthty informal tapping support
group facilitated by trained EFT
practitioners.
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